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raspberries, strawberries and blackberries; soft scrambled
egg; fresh-squeezed lemon juice (the sharpest known to
man, we remarked); tea and a mountain of fresh rolls and
sweet pastries. I had fruit salad, coffee and croissants,
marvelling, like him, at the layers of crisp linen, the huge
napkins, the silver and the china: the sheer joy of it!
Slowly we finished, did the first Ganciclovir routine of
the holiday, showered, dressed and went out to explore in
the bright, sharp heat of the late morning.
We walked a little, took vaporetti here and there,
explored churches, wandered along little canals, bought a
Panama to protect my balding head from the sun, stood
on the Rialto amidst the hubbub of tourist Venice, and
then sought refreshing drinks. We went into a restaurant,
indicating our wish only to drink, and were brought tea
and beer. The waiter wondered if we might not like to eat
something and told us he had a turbot - the last of the day
- which would be just perfect for two.
The next two hours passed in a timeless haze of amiable
conversation, turbot, vegetables, fruit salads and ice
cream, white wine, coffees and several of the largest glasses
of grappa I have ever seen. Having not initially felt at all
hungry we were affectionately satirical about our capacity
to be seduced by any indulgence that presented itself, and
resumed our amble in the sunshine.
In one of the churches we visited, I was moved to light
a candle for Roy, and he lit one for his mother - gestures,
I think, of a kind of pagan romanticism, quite untypical
of two thoroughly unreligious chaps and certainly not
intended to propitiate priests, saints or other holy beings.
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Our home was always full of candles and, here in this new
world, there was something sweetly moving about lighting
a flame and leaving it burning in so ancient, gloomy and
evocative a place.
In the end, we got lost, walked far too much, and Roy
was exhausted and frail by the time we arrived back at the
hotel in the late afternoon. We both slept long and deep
until after seven.
We showered (the mass of huge, fluffy towels had been
replaced since the morning), and set out to explore in the
gentler temperatures of the fading evening light.
Yet again we found ourselves being tempted to a table,
this time by a handsome young Italian whose sales-talk
and smile were irresistible. After shrimps with oil and
lemon juice, entrecôte, seabass with crayfish, wine, gateau,
coffee and more grappa, watching the hundreds of passersby, we strolled along the waterfront, enjoying that simplest
of pleasures - observing the world and savouring gossipy
speculation about everyone and everything we saw.
As the evening progressed everywhere - on water and
land - was becoming busier and busier. We had heard that
it was the festival of Il Redentore (something, I think,
about redemption - which, I reflected, was one therapy we
were not seeking) and that there were to be fireworks at
midnight.
From our balcony, the scale of the gathering became
dramatically apparent: people were massing in their tens of
thousands along the waterfront, and the huge area of the
lagoon - as far as the eye could see in every direction - was
filling with thousands of craft: great luxury yachts, power
s
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Off for a restful few hours’ afloat
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The New York skyline slips past as the QE2 steams out
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boats, launches, rowing boats, gondolas - many decorated
with flowers and lanterns - one absurd floating Noddy carboat
and an extraordinary pontoon with columns, arches and a
cupola picked out with hundreds of coloured light bulbs: on
this festive construction a jazz band played as it made its
mysterious progress in the dark around the lagoon. Here and
there were the flashing blue lights of police launches and
everywhere there were lights, music, the noise of exuberant
parties, and the sounding of hooters and klaxons.
An area near the mouth of the Grand Canal was clear of
boats and there were several dark pontoons in the middle of
it: the launch-pad for the fireworks, we presumed.
Around midnight the show began. A hush fell over the
City as the first fireworks burst into life. For the best part of
an hour there was the grandest, most exuberant, most varied
and spectacular display of pyrotechnics the world as probably
ever seen: climax after climax tantalised us into thinking it
was the finale; time and time again it resumed with more and
more extravagant effects - filling the sky with colour and noise
till it seemed that more excitement and exhilaration could not
possibly be created or enjoyed.
Finally, it was over, and the lagoon and the waterfront
erupted in ecstatic shouting and applause; every noise-making
instrument known to man was vigorously employed - and
every hooter, klaxon and horn was sounded in a deafening,
cacophonous tribute of appreciation. It was utterly
breathtaking.
It seemed to me a wonderful launch for our trip - a
symbolic welcome and send-off which marked my mood and
my feeling about what we were doing. Roy was never given
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to quite such extravagant notions as I - or, at least, not to
their endless iteration: he watched the show thoughtful and
reflective.
The next day we woke up very uneasy and out of tune
with the world. There was no ill-will between us, but we
were both, separately, edgy and fractious, each overcome by
some inner dislocation, and it would have been very easy to
have had an irrelevant row. Plans for the day had to be
negotiated with a caution and delicacy which were quite
untypical. We agreed to take a vaporetto to the lido and
after two or three hours of walking round the shops and
sitting on the sand, the uneasy mood began to shift,
decisions became simpler and relative harmony slowly
returned. It was much our most difficult and unsatisfactory
day and I am far from clear what lay behind it: it may have
been some perverse or protective reaction to the high
pleasure of the previous day, or to the freedom and intensity
of the whole enterprise. Whatever it was, the mood did not
return.
Venice ended splendidly: the hotel’s motor launch - a
grand affair, all polished wood and brass - took us in the
bright morning sun - in our elegant outfits (me in my
Panama and feeling grand) - at first pottering through the
canals and then, in open water, throttles wide, bow high,
stern-flag cracking in the wind, powering ahead as the
ancient City receded - to the unambiguously twentieth
century airport, and the vast transition from medieval
Europe to present-day India.
****
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Of all the places we visited, out of all the memorable
things we did and saw, India moved and impressed and
unsettled us above all: our brief and superficial
acquaintance with that great, mysterious and complex
culture fascinated and haunted us; it was the experience
we most frequently reverted to in our own conversation
and recounted when we met other travellers.
It was our first time in Asia. We had little idea of what
to expect, and, in the event, even less idea of how to make
sense of the endlessly overwhelming sensations: our
affluent Western faculties did not provide easy insight or
accurate empathy.
Our few days were spent in the Golden Triangle - Delhi,
Agra, Jaipur - with our own car and driver, staying in very
good, international hotels.
The sights themselves were, of course, deeply
impressive: one cannot but be moved by being in the
evocative presence of the Taj Mahal, its tragic and
romantic origins, the glory of its construction and the
astonishing culture and civilisation out of which it - and
so many other grand achievements - flourished. To see it
in reality for the first time is, in some strange way, like
coming home, experiencing something which has been a
vivid image, a presence, a knowledge, a destination for
one’s entire life.
The glories of the great abandoned city of Fatipur
Sikhri and of the Amber Palace on its rocky, mountain
ridge; the resonant atmosphere of Raj Ghat where Gandhi
was cremated, of Agra Fort and the oppressive, alien
pretention of the colonial buildings in Delhi - all remain
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vivid memories. Our journey on an elephant up the hillside
to the Amber Palace filled us with child-like delight travelling ‘like kings for the day’ as our driver had promised
us (though it has to be said that the Royal Tapestries on
which we sat appeared to be more accurately described as
threadbare old carpets). We were followed some of the way
by a gaunt, bent old man making exquisite sounds with a
bow on a single-stringed instrument. We threw him some
rupees (worth just pennies) and for the rest of the climb, by
turns, he played and expressed his abject gratitude time and
time again, much to our discomfort.
Above all, it was the people who transfixed our minds
and hearts and left us intrigued and bewildered - and deeply
unsettled.
In the cocoon of our very modest, unpredictably airconditioned car, driving about five hundred miles or so in
scorching temperatures, we were assaulted with so much
drama and colour that we were left breathless.
First, in Delhi, it was the apparently total, death-defying
chaos on the roads: torrents of cars, bicycles, trucks, buses,
rickshaws, scooters, jeeps, and pedestrians - many carrying
or pulling huge loads - all speeding about in all directions
without any evidence of order or priority; we would turn
into some side road and be faced with a surging tide of
motorised and pedalling humanity bearing down towards
us: our driver would simply lean on his horn and put his
foot down: this advancing torrent of multitudinous faces
and vehicles, somehow, at the very last moment, opened to
let us through, swirling together again immediately behind
us.
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In the early stages of this dramatic initiation into Asian
road conditions, we sat gripping our seats, frequently with
eyes closed, our hearts pounding every time our driver - or
anyone else - sounded a horn or hooter - and that was
about every two seconds.
Apart from this overwhelming sense of imminent
mortal peril to ourselves and all other road-users, other
powerful impressions were also forming: impressions of
dilapidation, disorder, poverty and disability. We were quite
unprepared for the Third World.
As we drove out of Delhi and eventually into open
country - on the trunk roads most traffic going in one
direction actually kept mostly to the same side of the road
(though junctions, sacred cows and rampant individualists
continued to provide frequent heart-stopping excitement)
- we saw the naked body of a dead child on the central
reservation, the most poignant image of the endless,
staggering carnage on the roads which came to haunt and
oppress us. On the main trunk road from Jaipur to Delhi
there were the remains of major accidents every few miles:
head-on collisions between buses and trucks; burnt out
vehicles overturned lying in ditches; mangled vehicles in
heaps across the road - it was terrifying - and even more
so for knowing that every vehicle would have been packed
with people inside, with dozens of others perched atop
trucks and buses or hanging from the sides. This evidence
of slaughter - in the pursuit, we speculated, of fast
commerce - made us depressed and cynical.
Everywhere there was evidence of toiling humanity:
huge burdens being pushed or carried or dragged, on foot,
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on bikes, on scooters or carts; women in bright saris with
baskets of aggregate on their heads, shovels in their hands,
making roads; endless little trading huts and stalls, and
everywhere, even in remote country, piles of tyres and
wheels and axles and pools of oil and mud.
Disability, deformity and disease were evident
everywhere. While the majority of people looked fresh and
clean, the men shaved and neat, the women poised and
elegant; evidence of confidence and cheerfulness
everywhere, the underlying reality of poverty and
disadvantage was, to us, powerfully obvious.
All these judgements and observations are seductively
easy for an outsider to make: we knew that most of what
we saw we could not understand or feel as the people
themselves would understand or feel it, and that we would
ascribe very different meanings to everything from our
alien, Western perspective. Much remained a complete
mystery to us, but that did not prevent much moving and
unsettling us profoundly. Roy, especially, was depressed by
the sense of how cheaply he felt human life seemed to be
valued.
In the hotels we could allow ourselves to feel less
vulnerable to all the moral and cultural sensitivities of
intruding upon the lives of those we could not
communicate with or make sense of: here, the roles, at
least, were largely unambiguous, though we were very
sensitive - as always - about showing respect and courtesy
to those who were serving us.
Oddly enough, the spacious bar and one of the
restaurants in the Delhi hotel were kitted out in faithful
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imitation of the Orient Express - diners sitting at the
windows of a reconstructed carriage while pre-dinner
drinks were taken, as it were, on the station platform. The
ambience was subdued and civilised, the young Indian staff
all dressed in authentic Orient Express uniforms - the whole
show anachoristically surreal. A fluent pianist played Scott
Joplin, Gershwin, Novello and Johann Strauss while we
drank Indian champagne whimsically branded ‘Madame de
Pompadour’.
As we found almost everywhere, the staff were gentle,
courteous and attentive - at times, perhaps, unnervingly
submissive - and often, to my eyes, quite beautiful too. In
Agra, in the spectacular clothing of Rajasthan, one felt
honoured by the attention of such noble creatures.
In the Orient Express bar, the evening after our frantic
introduction to Delhi, we had one of those glorious,
intimate, relaxed times - with drinks and nibbles, effortless
conversation and an expansive sense of well-being,
privilege and wonder.
Roy had a horror of what he always called ‘creepiecrawlies’ and he had been anxious about the possible
invasion of his person by nameless Asian beasties. A notice
on the window of the hotel in Jaipur warning of the dangers
of flying insects was not reassuring, and it was that evening,
when we were having a room service snack, that one of the
memorable little comic episodes of the trip occurred.
Roy was putting some kind of red sauce on his food
when a real or imagined shadow passed across his vision.
He shrieked and flung his hands in the air, simultaneously
spraying an arc of sauce across himself and the wall. He
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leapt up and pranced about the room pursued by the
phantom creature before we both dissolved into helpless
laughter.
He stripped and went into the shower, and emerged
afterwards doing a kind of whimsical, mock-Oriental
dance, his brain clearly having been turned by this close
encounter with an imagined winged horror.
We later learnt that the mirage was probably caused by
a ‘floater’ in his infected eye: clusters of cells float in the
jelly of the eyeball and can look quite grotesque.
****
In Hong Kong Roy’s stomach and bowels allowed him
little sleep and we called the hotel’s doctor, without much
hope of his being able to help. He was more interested in
the Hickman line than Roy’s symptoms and prescribed
more tablets which - considering the symptoms - really
seemed quite beside the point. They didn’t help, if,
indeed, Roy even took them (I suspect not).
Hong Kong was enriched for us by spending time with
a friend of Roy’s (with whom he had worked at London
Transport) and her husband. The company and guidance
of people who knew the place was a great pleasure. Roy
and Lynn went off together a number of times including an expedition to the famous Pennsylvania
Hotel for elegant afternoon tea. We had a lovely
afternoon strolling through Stanley Market, visiting a
little temple (where we were given great, shiny red apples
by a woman in attendance), and sitting lazily by the
seafront drinking beer. Most of the time, Roy managed
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wonderfully during the day, however chaotic the nights.
We almost always had two or three hours’ sleep in the
afternoons.
We went to a tailor and were measured for cotton and
silk shirts, travelled on the trams and ferries, and had one
or two sumptuous meals then sadly prepared ourselves for
the flight across the Pacific.
We had a one-night stopover in San Francisco (our
second visit) and I was to dash up the coast to Sonoma
Country to visit a potential client for my business - a
champagne grower and producer whose marketing team I
had previously met in London and Bordeaux. It was a
glorious, sparkling Californian day, and I was treated with
generous hospitality while my driver and his car baked in
the parking lot.
When I returned in the late afternoon, Roy was
emerging from a long sleep and we showered and dressed
and set off to snatch a ride on a cable-car before wandering
along Fisherman’s Wharf (where, to our astonishment,
there were dozens of vast, basking, barking sea lions)
before settling down to a sumptuous meal of seafood and
fish.
Roy had discovered a passion for oysters on our previous
visit to California. He had had them on the Orient
Express and in Venice, but those were as nothing to the
glorious dozen served within sight of the Golden Gate that
evening. It filled me with happiness to see him able to take
such fancy pleasures with such gusto.
****
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We arrived at the resort hotel on Montego Bay, Jamaica, late
the next evening. Our apartment - with bathroom, small
kitchenette and spacious bedroom - was cool and fresh. We
opened the shuttered windows and there, ten yards away,
beyond a leaning palm tree, the Caribbean Sea was lapping
gently on the white sand. Such a simple statement of fact
belies the feeling of incredulity and excitement we felt: here,
now, this very minute we were, once again, fulfilling the
dreams of a lifetime.
We both slept wonderfully that night and woke to the
sound of the sea and to arrows of brilliant sunlight coming
through the shutters.
Outside was, like so much else we had seen, a picture - in
the sense that it was the distillation of all the pictures we
had ever seen of tropical beaches and sparkling turquoise
seas, but here, now, it was the real thing with us in the midst
of it.
After an exotic Caribbean open-air breakfast buffet - with
fifty items to choose from - we did very little the next day.
Roy could not at first be tempted into the clear, warm water
- fearing some malign creature would emerge from beneath
his feet and scare him to death - but later went for a paddle,
lost his balance and sat down with a splash and a shriek. He
sat for some time being rocked by the little waves.
I bought some snacks, we drank a bottle of the
champagne I’d been given in California, snoozed, chatted,
rigged up the medical gear, and dozed again. We hardly left
the apartment. It was lovely.
It was so lovely that we did not want to leave, fearing
the Barbados could be only an anti-climax.
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Happily it was not. Indeed, our first floor suite was even
better, with a deep, furnished balcony overlooking the
beach, and all the fixtures and fittings necessary for comfort
and indulgence.
There was an excellent restaurant, full of vigorous palms,
shrubs and flowers, with its long wall open to the sea; an
extensive, airy lounge with cushioned cane furniture where
we sat, took delicious afternoon tea (petite sandwiches and
freshly baked, moist cakes) or had our pre-dinner drinks.
We took a bus to the capital, Bridgetown - some ten
miles away - where we strolled through the market and Roy
drank the sweet water of a fresh, green coconut; we took a
tour of the north of the island in a taxi driven by Victor,
who had been a bus driver for London Transport at
Hammersmith garage for twenty-odd years and had
returned home - and saw the wild, rocky eastern side of the
island with its Atlantic rollers and surfing beaches; and, on
the last day, dived in a real submarine which took us within
inches of thousands of exotic fish, coral and long-sunken
wrecks - more vivid and exciting than any TV documentary.
On our last evening we dined in the restaurant at a table
immediately overlooking the beach and the sea. In the
evening warmth there was a slight, cooling breeze as the last
of the sunset faded. As we ate and talked, there was a
glittering display by a shoal of flying fish a hundred yards
out to sea - their silvery sides catching the lights from the
shore - while nearer in two turtles paddled along and a great
manta undulated past.
****
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From the moment we landed, New York provided us
with problems and disappointments. At JFK immigration
it took nearly an hour and a half to get through and Roy
was tired and uncomfortable. We were driven through
torrential rain to our hotel opposite Madison Square
Gardens, where there was no one to help us with the
luggage (it was the first and only time abroad we’d had to
carry it) and the check-in lines were nearly as long as
they’d been at the airport.
Tired, wet and irritated we eventually got to our room
which turned out to be a pokey rabbit-hutch in a scruffy
and neglected state. The prospect of waiting in lines to
negotiate another room was just too much, so we gloomily
resigned ourselves to third best and went to bed. (Later I
did protest vigorously to the management.)
The next morning, the crisis struck swiftly, and for a few
moments we looked into the pit of capitulation and
despair.
Roy sat on the edge of the bed, on the verge of tears and
said quietly that he simply couldn’t keep going any longer:
everything was simply too much - too much movement,
discomfort, effort; he wanted to be home, in one place,
comfortable and undisturbed.
In a split second, everything disintegrated about me:
how could we board the QE2 if he was feeling so wretched?
What point was there in anything if he was exhausted and
unhappy? What was left? My reserves of strength - which
had served so wonderfully while they were fed by his drive
- seemed to evaporate on the instant: I felt helpless, weak,
despairing. I hugged him, sitting beside him, my head on
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his shoulder and cried too. Persuasion and cajoling were
beside the point - even had I felt the energy to try.
Looking squarely in the face of what seemed to be
inevitable, responding to his unreserved resignation, I said,
if he was sure, that we’d take the next available flight home.
All this took only a matter of minutes, and then
something magical happened: out of helpless vulnerability
he started to climb back: no, we couldn’t do that; after so
long and so much we couldn’t give up on the last six days,
perhaps we could just do something gentle and restful that
day. We sat in each other’s arms for a time, and I felt my
strength surging back as his drive and courage reasserted
themselves.
So, we took a yellow cab to the Natural History
Museum where we were delighted by the flora and fauna
of the world all displayed with colourful imagination. We
paused to rest wherever there were seats, giggled at two of
the most enormous female bottoms we had ever seen
plonked on one of them, and had chips and hamburgers
in the café. We emerged into the sunlight to spend the
afternoon in Central Park, marvelling at the skaters and
bikers and the startling variety of humanity displaying
themselves in every possible flamboyant way.
I marvelled at our achievement - especially his: a day
that had started in such darkness flourishing into a
peaceful and comfortable time. For a few moments that
morning some spectre had whispered to us, ‘Give up, it’s
futile’, and, hearing and understanding the message
clearly, we had been stirred by the challenge - stirred in
ways and at levels far beyond reason and thought:
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making the choice between life and death while there was
still strength to choose. It was the first time, I think,
too, that I glimpsed our utter inter-dependence - a
mysterious and wonderful process which intertwined our
energies and our souls somewhere beyond knowing or
control, which made us one while still distinct and
separate. There was to be much more to learn of that
much later.
****
It was with real excitement that we took our yellow cab
to the docks where the QE2 was berthed. The great ship
towered above us as we arrived and we felt ourselves
instantly in the capable hands of a truly professional,
quality operation.
The departure hall was decked with red, white and blue
streamers and balloons, and a four-piece band in dinner
suits played popular tunes (including ‘The Best of Times
is Now’ from La Cage aux Folles) as we arrived - perfect
music for an occasion of such evident, liberated campery.
The cabin was spacious and comfortable - fresh
strawberries and chocolates awaiting - two port-holes;
TV and video; copious information and sweet messages
of welcome.
Everything was, once again, just as it should be elegant, relaxed, utterly civilised and warmly embracing.
Steaming out of New York in bright afternoon
sunshine was thrilling: here we were on the most famous
ship in the world, watching the world’s most famous
skyline slipping past us on a bright, glorious afternoon.
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As Manhattan receded astern, contentment settled, and
we set about the serious business of exploring the vast
acreage of our luxurious home across the Atlantic.
****
There are about ten or a dozen degrees of first-class travel
on the QE2 and we were in something like category five pretty impressive, we felt, but a long way from the
£10,000 penthouse suites at the top of the list (1991
prices). £10,000 seemed a lot for five nights, even with
the provision of your own permanent staff! (One evening
we met the occupants of one of the penthouse suites in
one of the dozens of lifts - who were so old and frail they
couldn’t find their way back and were as vulnerable and
helpless as lost children.)
We were allocated to the category two restaurant (the
Colombia) which offered the most spectacular food and
service we had experienced anywhere ever: menus of such
comprehensiveness, dishes of such seductive deliciousness
that it was depressing to have to choose only one for each
of the endless courses. On our table for six, there was just
one American couple with whom we had amiable chat.
Our assigned waiters were splendid - kind, attentive and
with that subdued campness which can make service such
fun.
It would easily have been possible to do nothing but eat
for the duration of the entire voyage: in the restaurant,
multi-course feasts were provided for breakfast, lunch and
dinner; there was a massive lunchtime buffet elsewhere; if
you risked sitting down anywhere between three and five
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o’clock you’d find giant afternoon tea being piled in front
of you; and there was a full-scale midnight buffet for those
who were still feeling peckish before retiring. This last, in
spite of our ambition to sample it, we never finally felt the
inclination - or the hunger - to visit or enjoy.
‘Informal dress’ for dinner required lounge suits,
while on formal nights dinner jackets were de rigueur.
Dressing up was part of the fun, and though I never
thought of myself as handsome (in contrast to Roy who
was), I thought we made a pretty impressive couple and
I felt proud as we walked the ship.
We were struck by the (I suppose obvious) fact that
the QE2 is utterly untainted by utilitarian purposes: no
one is going to take that mode of transport to get
quickly between New York and Southampton, and so it
follows that everyone is aboard for no purpose other
than self-indulgence (many, we discovered, had sailed on
her many times before and there was a Captain’s
cocktail party for old hands): such an elaborate
operation, such resources, such skill, such a weight of
strawberries, such a volume of champagne, such human
effort for sheer pleasure! We were, indeed, among the
privileged.
Roy was much less troubled by sickness and diarrhoea
than he had been; his body and spirit were comforted by
the motion of the ship and the simple, effortless,
cocooned existence. As the days passed, we thought sadly
of our approach to Southampton and the grey skies of
Britain and the cool hand of reality. Yet, it must also be
recorded, we felt a profound sense of achievement and
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fulfilment, of consummation, even satiation, and did not
hanker for more: we had attempted what could have
seemed impossible and we had, in so many ways,
triumphed against the odds. There was little, if anything,
left on our agenda of dreams.
We knew we were home when we were greeted at
Waterloo with unapologetic unhelpfulness, hopeless
disorganisation and were left to struggle to the taxi rank
with our luggage without any risk of assistance.

The DIARY
Part III
September 1991 - February 1992

I

t’s now midnight on Saturday 24 August, just
one week after our return - and what one hell of a
week this has been! Roy’s diarrhoea and stomach
problems have deteriorated rapidly, and he had very little
inclination to eat. On the Sunday, the day after our
return, we’d had a lovely day with Eric and Audrey, and
Roy had had a little bit of the picnic which they had so
thoughtfully brought for us. He seemed in quite good
form though tired, and had a sleep in the afternoon. Most
of Monday he spent in bed and made an appointment to
see his consultant at the clinic the following day. He was
in reasonable spirits and in the afternoon went out and
posted the sick note and a letter of explanation to his
employers.
He went to the appointment on Tuesday and Jo said
that he should be admitted to hospital, particularly for
treatment to his eye, but also to give attention to the other
problems. The first I knew was when he phoned me at
work around 5 o’clock and said that he was in hospital. My
first sensation was one of considerable relief that he was
now going to be properly looked after and with some hope
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that the problems would be sorted out quickly. My selfish
anxiety about his being in hospital again was that my days
would once more take on the endless and restless pattern,
out to work early in the morning and back to home late at
night, having gone straight from work to the hospital. It’s
terribly exhausting and makes managing the house,
keeping my brain in order and resting almost impossible.
I have to be thankful that the hospital is relatively
accessible.
Now, the alarming fact is that since being in hospital he
seems to have gone downhill. Last night, Friday, I came
home quite late, very depressed, fearing that he really did
not have much longer to live. Early yesterday he had been
in a very bad way after the first dose of Foscarnet and he
refused further doses. He was clearly in very low spirits and
very under the weather though he did revive a little towards
the end of the day. He’s been weighed and is now around
eleven and a half stone - nearly two stone less than a few
weeks ago. He has eaten virtually nothing, though on
Wednesday he did ask me to get him a couple of Kentucky
Fried Chicken drumsticks and sent me out for a further
two which he ate cold the following day. A few mouthfuls
of milk and milky nutrient foods are all he’s had, and he
appears to be passing out more liquid than he’s taking in.
Today, Saturday, I was with him for about eight hours
from mid-afternoon and he was quite lively, especially
when Keith turned up, but became tired and depressed as
the day went on. He is still having to go to the loo very
frequently and after taking his Pentamadine today was
sick, nullifying the effects of the porridge he had at
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breakfast and the tablets he would have taken during the
day. I thought as I saw him lying in bed that he was
looking exceptionally thin and frail and helpless.
Today we tackled the staff about the diarrhoea which
they had been allowing to continue largely in order to have
enough samples for testing. Today we said really that it was
time that they did try to do something to stop the
symptoms and to see if it was not possible to get some sort
of nourishment into him. The upshot of this was a
decision to give him diamorphine in tiny doses from a
battery-driven syringe-driver over 24 hours (one of the
potent effects of morphine is to bind the bowels). I just
hope he also has some of the agreeable side-effects that
morphine might be expected to give him!
He’s currently having a treatment dose of Ganciclovir
(380 mgs twice a day) and they are leaving him on a saline
or potassium drip overnight (I think it’s a litre each time)
in order to prevent dehydration - his skin is beginning to
flake, and his weight loss is continuing.
I had a chat with Jane (ward Sister) on Thursday asking
her what she thought the problem was and what could be
done. She was saying that they really didn’t know and only
the return of the samples would indicate whether or not he
had CMV infection in his gut as well as his eye, which
would give us some indication as to whether or not he was
in the last steep decline of the syndrome, or just under a
temporary attack from some bug. On Thursday, certainly,
he was feeling so awful that he said that he didn’t want to
go on if he was going to feel like that. He said today that
for the first time he had become genuinely worried about
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the future, obviously feeling worse and less hopeful than
he has done at any time so far. There’s little to do at such
times except accept and support and to see if the drugs
cannot be altered to reduce discomfort.
We’ve got tickets for the performance by the New York
City Gay Men’s Choir tomorrow night, Sunday, and
Nurse John, when he heard about that today, said that Roy
really ought to go and that he would ring up the Royalty
Theatre and ask them to make sure there was a disabled
seat available for him near an exit so that he could get out
quickly if necessary. Roy had already seemed keen to go to
the performance, and this helpful and reassuring suggestion
brightened him up. We were both very impressed and
grateful - John and other members of staff on the ward do
seem to be endlessly resourceful and thoughtful. We will
just have to hope that the effects of the diamorphine do
not sedate him too much and that he actually has the
strength to get from the bed to the front of the hospital to
pick up a cab. When he tried to walk out with me on
Thursday afternoon he couldn’t get beyond the entrance,
feeling weak and faint.
It feels as though we’re in the midst of a crisis and it
will be some days before we know whether it is temporary
or whether it is the beginning of the end.
Thank God we went round the world when we did - had
we left it even a week or two it might have been impossible.
And it’s now clear that his sheer determination to see it
through postponed this latest and serious deterioration.
What I don’t quite know, and it concerns me, is how I
am going to survive if he is going to become progressively
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ill. The business requires a tremendous amount of
attention and effort at the moment, and I have to be able
to clear my mind and to have resources, energy and
imagination to drive us forward into a successful and
prosperous 1991/92. If all my spare time is to be absorbed
by going to the hospital - which obviously I want to do spending as much time with him as I can and looking after
him - it has such a draining effect on my emotions and my
energy that I don’t know if I shall be able to cope. Even
although this is a bank holiday, I am uncertain that I will
be able to cut the wildly overgrown hedge and lawn and
attend to the ordinary things which are necessary to keep
the house and garden in order.
I woke this morning feeling very depressed and lost, but
pulled round a bit after talking to friends on the phone.
While having him at home would obviously be a much
greater pleasure, and would reduce the strain to some
extent, it worries me to think of him being here on his
own during the day and that in itself is a distracting
anxiety. I am very concerned, however, at the way in
which his recent and rather more dramatic decline seems
to have taken place since he went into hospital - I’m sure
lying in bed all day, while it is obviously very therapeutic
in some ways, actually undermines the body’s capacity to
cope with things, reduces muscular strength, the
effectiveness of blood circulation and everything else and
compounds an already considerable weakness. I also have
to remember that if, as seems certainly to be the case,
Roy’s psychology has some direct effects on illness, there’s
probably a tendency for him, as it were, to allow illness to
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get the upper hand in hospital - where it can rapidly be
attended to. I don’t know what the alternative is, nor
what we can do to counteract the effects.
While still very weak, Roy was more cheerful on the
day of the concert and was determined to go. Anxiously
and slowly we made our way on foot to the theatre - he
insisted on walking the mile or so - where he slept
intermittently. The programme did not seem as exciting
to us as the previous NYGMC concert we’d been to,
though it may have had more to do with our inner life
than the objective facts of the performance. But we made
it - once again Roy defying frailty!
****
It’s Thursday evening, 29 August. We learnt
yesterday that the infection causing the diarrhoea and
vomiting is something called Cryptosporidium*. Sister
Jane spent her usual kindly ten or fifteen minutes with
me today and told me that it’s an infection which is
untreatable and all they can hope to do is deal with the
symptoms (it’s one of those bugs resident in everyone
which is more or less harmless in a healthy system). With
the frankness that she knows I want, she said that this did
indicate that we were into a further stage of the syndrome
and that the time left to Roy was shortening. The
prediction was for a few weeks at best. Today’s good
news was that it seems that his eye has not deteriorated
further which means that the Ganciclovir and tackle we
carried all round the world may have done some good. It
also means that he will not have to have any more
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Foscarnet which has caused him so much distress over
the last few days.
It’s been an awful, harassing day for him, though: at 9
o’clock this morning he had a barium meal (which he said
wasn’t too bad) and was X-rayed and then, having got an
ambulance to his eye appointment in the afternoon was kept
waiting for the best part of two hours, hanging around,
when Jane had organised that he should be seen quickly.
When I arrived about 5.30 he was weary and fed up and fell
asleep within minutes. After three quarters of an hour or so,
however, he had come round and chatted with Nicky and
me though he very soon became dopey again. After Nicky
had left we both slept together, he leaning against me in my
arms on the bed.
While I am impressed with the efforts of the staff to
make life for Roy more comfortable, treating the symptoms
in the hope that he may be able to eat something and
benefit from nourishment - although there is some doubt
that his stomach will now ever perform properly at all - there
is something grim about the succession of chemicals which
they are putting into him, some of which are to counteract
the bad side-effects of other ones, several of which are
experimental, some of which are certainly toxic and awful,
but I don’t know what alternative there is. They are
scouring the pharmacological armoury thoroughly - but I
think it’s a pretty hit and miss affair.
While we have faced the whole issue of his death quite
squarely from the beginning, it is still not a graspable reality,
and I cannot reconcile myself to the possibility that he may
never be for any significant length of time the old Roy and
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